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ABS'l'RAC'r 

Magnetic quark model interpretations of the T l11pton (Barrier~·'.! i 1978) 
involve the charmed quark C, and muy in this respect Gonsider T as a 
charmed lepton. If this interpretation is correct there is no ruason wh.v 
there could not exist also a strange lepton s0 in which C is replaced by 
the strange quark S. The strange lepton constructed in this way would be 
electrically neutral. Its mass is calculated in one of the possible m~natic 
quark interpretations, and a few decay possibilities are identified for T 

and s0 , including some t decays which would lead to the formatiort of s 0 

leptons. 



1. Introduction. 

In a preced i.ng paper ( Barric8lli 1978), h8reafter d esi,c~nated as "paper 1 ", 
map;netic quark models vera used in the calculation of masses and other 
properties of elementary particles. The theory holds that all particles 
a~e form:fd by different associations of three marr,netic monopoles, two bosons 
B and L , and a fermion u1 , whose charges, masses and spins are listed in 
table 2. The electric charges are gi van in electron units (e) according to 
the integer charge model (I.C.M.) holding that all the monopoles involved 
have integer electric and magnetic ch~~es, when tht magnetic charges are 
mesured in Dirac monopole units of g0 • 2e., where n:::a 2n. Each monopole ( se 
table 2) is indicated by a capital letter folloved by an index· identifying 
its magnetic charge. Lower indexes designate positive magnetic charges, 
upper indexes designate negative magnetic char~es ( for example B3 has 3 
negative magnetic charges, u1 has one positive magnetic charge). 

r.J.1he d,ynamic associations (of two monopoles of opposi t magnetic charges) 
and the posi ti anal associations (of monopoles bound to occupy a common 
position by their orbital movements) are marked in all tables by the 
fallowing notations. 

Notational 

Positional a11sociatioD11 Braoketa around a group ot S.}'lllbols, such as 

(ABC) are used in order to indicate that the particles represented by 

thoae symbols form a positional aaaooiation. 

Dynaaic associations. Brackets around two.symbola or expressions 

followed by a numerical aubacript n, tor e:u.aple (u 1D1 ) 1 or (B3u 1 ) 1 
or (B3(u 1D1))4 , are uaed in order to indicate that the items are · 

dJ'll&mically associated into a bin&r7 ayataa with the energy level n. 

Explicit notations versus brief notations. 

The notations we have presented so tar are called "explicit 

notations". This kind of notation diaoriainates between a particle 

or aystem, and ita anti-particle or anti-aystem in that upper indexea 

are moved down and lower indexes ll.l'le maTed up in the anti-particles 

or anti-eystema. Por example (u 1D1 ) is the anti-system ot (u n1 ) 
1 1 1 3 1 1 

and (B3 (u D ))4 is the anti-system ot {B (u 1n1 ))4 • Such discrimination 

is howeyer not always needed, and we often prefer a shorter notation 

form designated ae 11briet notation" which can be easier to uoe in the 

output ot computing maohinea becauae it does not include low or high 

indices. In ibe tollow1D& table the brief nota~ion symbols are 

defined and examples are a1Tan• 
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Table 1 

'rranolationa "oxplioit" to "brief" and"brief" to "e.xplicit" notations. 
X atRnds for one of the letters U, D, S, Q, T, c, A, L. 

Explicit notations Brief notations 

xl or ~ X 

B3 or B) n 
F2 or F2 F 

( f2L 1) or (F2Ll) (FL) 

(UlDl) or (U D ) (UD) 

( a3u ) or (B~Ul)l ( IU )1 
1 1 

3 
(B (U 1D1 ))4 or (B3(U1Dl))4 (D(UD))4 

The brief notations do not give rise to ambiguities other than 

the ··lack of disorillination between particle and· anti-particle, !or the 

following reasona1 In a positional association, such as (UD), either 

m1,1st all the members have indexes up (u 1n 1 ) or all indexes down (u 1n1 ) 

(meaning the magnetic oharges must have the aame sign). In a dynamic 

aaaociation or binary system the two members muat have opposite magnetic 

chargee and therefore if one of them is represented by aymbola with 

inde.xea up, the other one will have aymbola with 1ndexee down. 

Therefore (B3 (u 1o1)) 4 and (B3(u 1n1 )) 4 are the only explicit translations 

of the brie~ notation (B(UD))4. 



•rabl e 2 

Descrio":.ioo: of used :nonoooles and le"Oton definitions. 
I. C. M. Mass Electric Magnetic 

F~rt'i.cle !!a.me Symbol MeV Monop ol ar U. charge charge Spin Definition ( "tl 1 n\ . _, ,~.-·;-expresslon 

B3 
1, 

Baric 21591.511 9.0002130 -1 -3 0 B B .... 

Li ?h t boson 11 2399.000 1.0000000 0 -1 0 L 11 

';.1-quark u1 2399.511 1.0002130 1 1 1/2 u u 
) 

Eeavy ~ermion li' 9596.000 4.0000000 0 2 1/2 (ID)O (B u1 ) .2 3 0 

d-quar\c Dl '2399.000 1.0000000 0 1 1/2 (FL)O (B U1L 1 ) 
3 0 

s-quark (compact) ~ 2588.974 1.0791889 0 1 1/2 (FL)1 ( ( B u1 ) 11 ) 
3 0 1 

s-quark ( sp1i t-T) T1 1.0703897 0 1 .1/2 

s-qua.rk ( sp1i t~) ~ 1.0624098 0 1 1/2 

c-qua.r\c (compact) c1 3771.526 1. 5721242 1 1 1/2 ( (BS)2L)3 3 1 
((B3((B 01)011)1)21 )3 

c-quark (intern-Q) I1 3735.357 1.5570474 1 1 1/2 ( (IQ)2L)3 

c-quark ( sp1i t-A) ·A 
1 

1.543920 1 1 1/2 

a-neutrino y¢~0) o.ooo 0 0 0 1/2 (FLL)O ( (E3U ) 1 1 ) 
1 0 1 1 0 

rneutrino ~(0) o.ooo 0 0 0 1/2 (Bt.TL1)0 3 
(B. U 11111 ) 0 

E1 ectron e(0.511) 0.511 0.0002130 -1 0 1/2 (UL)O (Ul11)0 

Y.yon r-(106) 105.749 o. 0440806 -1 0 1/2 (B(FL))1 ( B ( ( B3u ) L 1 ) ) 
3 1 0 1 

;'au -c:, 1807: 1907.042 o. 7:·32478 -1 0 1/2 (B((:at)oc))3 3.1 ·.3 \·1. 
(B ( (B3L )0( (B3 ( (B Ul )011'1 )21 )3) )J 

s-lepton So 294-910 0.1229305 0 0 1/2 (B((BL)OS))l (B3((B311)0((B3Ul)011)1))1 
0 

I s 0 -lepton s: 450.638 0.1878442 0 
0 1/2 (B((BL)OS))2 ( s a m e )2 
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3 1 The B I L I u1 - interpretation of leptons. 

According to the integer charge model, leptons as well as 
other elementary particles can be interpreted as associations of 
the three basic monopoles B3 , L1 and u1• In the lower part of 
table 2 some of the main properties of various leptons, including 
their calculated masses are recorded together with their inter
pretations (configurations) by the three basic monopoles. We are 
now going to propose an interpretation of the various leptons, 
including a neutral lepton predicted by the theory but not yet 
detected experimentally. 

3. The strange lepton. 

In paper 1,table 5,two configurations were proposed for the 
.interpretation of the t(1807) lepton. The second configuration 
(B((BL)OC))3 has been adopted in this paper on table 2. We notice 
that the charmed quark C is involved in this configuration, and 
the t(1807) can rightly be considered a charmed lepton according 
to this interpretation. 

The question now arises: Why is'nt there a strange lepton 
as well with the following configuration obtaiKed by substituting 

~ 

S for C in the ,._ configuration and lowering its energy level 
·from 3 to 1 or 2: (B{(BL)OS))1 or {B((BL)OS))2 (we have ignored 
the possibility (B((BL)OS))O since S is an L-1 association (see 
table 2) and there are no other examples of L-1 monopoles 
associated at the energy level 0 with other monopoles). We 
suggest that there probably is, and that the reason why it is 
not detected yet is that the strange lepton is electrically 
neut.ral, and neutral leptons are much more dif1'1cul t to detect 
than charged ones. In table 2 the masses and other predicted 
properties of this neutral lepton are recorded both for its 
lowest (L-1) energy level designated in the table as s -lepton, 

* 0 and its exited (L-2) energy level designated as s 0 - lepton. 
Before discussing possible ways of detecting this neutral 

lepton, we shall call attention to its relationship with other 
well known leptons. Since we have constructed the s 0 -lepton 
by substituting the a-quark for the a-quark in the T-configura
tion, a question one may ask is: What would happen if this quark 
were replaced by the u-quark or the d-quark instead. With these 
substitutions, after lowering the energy level to L-0 (which is 



?ar~icle Configuration 

T( 1207) (33((B31l)OC1))3 

II ., 

,, II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

., II 

5 o ( 29 5) (B3((B3L1)0S1))1 

" II 

" II 

II II 

Pairs :'ormed 

.. 1.. 111 u !J -r . 
l 1 

2 l 
F F2+ 1-11 

iF2+ 111 1 

.,l.T 111 
l1 '._) + 
~ l 1 

u1u 
1 

u1u 
1 

u1u 
1 

u1u + 1 11 
1 1 

F2F + 111 
2 1 

--- --·-- - --~- -- --~~-·--. ~~~----------~~------

Table 3 

Heavy lepton decais 

AssbCiations Annihilations 

~-- 1' , 11" 
( B ( ( B~ 1 ) S ) ) (U 1 ... ) ( B r L ... 1 1 ' 

3 1 0 1 1 0 3 )0 

(Bj((B311)0S1))1(B3(F211))1(F2111l)O 

13 1 21 2. 
\B ((B31 ) 0s1)\(B3 (F 1 )\(F 1111\.) 

3 2 1. 111 
(B3((B 11)0(F 11)1 )) 1(u1L )0 \B3u 1 1 )0 B3B 

3 

(F2 (u 1 )) (B3U11111 )0 (B3B3 ) 
1 1 1 0 

2 3 1 1 1 
(((B3(F 11)0)1B )1U1)2 (B3U 1 1 )0 

( B3 ( F ~ 1) ) 1 ( B3 B3) 0 ( 1111) 0 

2 3 
(F 1111)0 (B B3)0 

(F2(U111))1 (U111)0 (B3B3)0 

(B3(F2L1))1 (U111)0 (B3U11111)0 

(B3(F211))1 (B3(F211))l (F21111)0 

B3B 
3 

B3B + 111 
3 1 

B3B 
3 

B3B 
3 

End con::,iS".J.rations 

Unchanged 

II 

II 

- ~ r roducts. 

+ 
so+ e +Yk. 

+ 
S ... . . .,e 

0 tJ--r j,.t 

so + .,_ ·~"~" + ': \ 
' "e 

2 , l l l -r ' 
(FLL)(~_.Ll'BTT~l·l\ V+ +)' 

1 l 0 1 ·o' :~ 'c e e 

2 1 11 + ~· 
( F (U l 11)) 1 ( B}T"'"L 1 ) 0 TT + }.) 

Unchanged 

(B (F211 )) 3 . 1 

2 
(F 1111)0 

(F2(U111))1 (0111)0 

Unchanged 

II 

~+ + v~-"-

+ 
u. + }' 
\._ ,, 

\}e + f 
+ -1T + e 

+ t" + e + Yr 

+ -t'- + tl + ve 

~The definitions of the two mesons involved are: TT+• (F2 (u 1 )) and~+= (((B n1 ) B3 ) U ) 
1 1 1 ~ 3 1 1 1 2 
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per-mitted .i L• this case) we would obtain the well known leptons 
+ e and v respectively: 

~ 

3 1 1 (B B3L u1) 0 = (U 1L ) 0 -> Positive electron 

(B3B3L1D1) 0 ~ (B3B3L1B3U1L1) 0 = (B3U1L1L1) 0 -->~ antineutrino 

4. Decays involving leptons. 

Opportunities to detect neutral leptons may be offered by 
particle decays in which neutral leptons of uncertain identity 
are involved. 

As well known a neutral lepton designated as TAU-neutrino 
or \!1' is usually included among the TAU-decay products. An 

upper limit for its mass has been evaluated in several recent 
estimates which are listed in the following table 4 (taken from 
Feldman 1978): 

Experiment 

SALC-LBL 
PLUTO 
DELCO 

Table 4 
Upper limits on vf 

Upper limit 
(MeV/e2) 

600 

540 
250 

Confidence 
level (%) 

95 
90 
95 

Reference 

Perl. at al.(1977: 
Knies (1977) 
Kirz (1978) 

Our interpretation of r-decay, presented in table 3, holds 
that the neutral.lepton involved is not always the same particle 
anddoes not have to be a neutrino. In the first three decays 
recorded in table 3, the strange lepton s 0 is substituted for~,.. 
In the other T-decays different neutrinaes can be involved. We 

* leave open the question whether only s 0 or both s 0 and s 0 may 

participate in these decais. The mass estimates in table 4 are 
* not inconsistent with the calculated s 0 or s 0 masses given 

in table 2. Improved mass determinations and a verification of 
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t.he decay products involving the neutral lepton (some of which 
are listed in table 3 for s 0 ) must be the wa;v to decide whether 
the proposed interpretation is correct. 

The s 0 -lepton is expected to be radioactiv and some of its 
decay modes are presented in table 3. 

In the identification of the decay modes of r and s 0 we 
have applied the following criteria ( 1). Besides. s 0 and r only 

particles whose configurations are identified in paper 1, table 5 
have been considered. (2) Only decays requiring no more than 
2 pair formations or annihilations have been considered, in order 
to·avoid listing a large number of ex:pectedly un.frequent decays.(3) 
Only decays conserving F (which, with few exceptions, are generally 
found to be much more :frequent than those which do not conserve F) 
have been included. Occasional decays in which F is not conserved, 
but for example separated into its two components Band U, or formed 
by association of such components, might, however, also be found. 

Other magnetic quark interpretations of r and its decay 
processes are also possible. The proposed theory is an example 
showing that it is possible to make specific predictions concerning 
lepton decays by magnetic quark models, once a model is selected. 
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